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Compact housing
with stainless steel
insert in lid

Double coated
non-stick finish

Easy carry handle

Two deep pie
moulds with
crimping edge

Creamy Chicken and Mushroom Pie
Makes 4 Pies
Ideal for using left over chicken pieces
Ingredients
1 portion of puff pastry
1 tbsp salted butter
1 small onion, finely
chopped
½ lemon juice
Handful of chopped
parsley

300g chestnut
mushrooms, roughly
chopped
300g chicken pieces,
diced
4 tbsp single cream
Salt and freshly ground
pepper

Method
Melt the butter in a large frying pan, add the onions and fry on medium heat for a couple of
minutes or until golden, then add the mushrooms and parsley, followed by the lemon juice
and cook for approximately 6 minutes, stirring occasionally.
Season with salt and freshly ground pepper then remove to a separate plate and leave to
cool. Add the diced chicken pieces and fry until golden, then add the mushrooms to the
pan. Alternatively, use left over cooked chicken, dice and add to the mushrooms.
Stir in the cream and leave to simmer on a low heat for a couple of minutes until the mixture
thickens. Season with salt and freshly ground pepper if required and leave to cool.
Switch on the pie maker with the lid closed. Note: pies can also be made from cold but need
approximately 5 - 8 minutes extra cooking time.
Divide the pastry into two parts (each part makes two pies) and roll out. Use the pastry cutter
to cut the base and the lid. If the second piece of dough is not required, it can be frozen for
use next time.
Line each well with a pastry base, then add the filling to just below the rim.
Caution: the surfaces are hot – never touch the cooking surfaces directly.
Place the pastry lid over the filled mould and close the cover of the appliance. Cook for
approximately 10 minutes or until well browned (15-18 minutes from cold).
Switch off the power and using a wooden spatula, carefully remove the pies from the pie
maker.

Meat Pie
Makes 4 Pies

Ingredients
1 portion of short crust
pastry
1 tbsp oil
1 small onion, finely
chopped

2 tbsp Worcestershire
sauce
½ tsp oregano
Salt and freshly ground
black pepper

450g minced beef
1 clove of garlic, crushed

Method
Heat the oil in a large frying pan, add the onions and fry on medium heat for a couple of
minutes or until golden.
Turn up the heat, then add the minced beef and the garlic and cook thoroughly.
Add the remainder of the ingredients and simmer until most of the liquid has evaporated.
Switch on the pie maker with the lid closed.
Note: pies can also be made from cold but need approximately 5 - 8 minutes extra cooking
time.
Divide the pastry into two parts (each part makes two pies) and roll out. Use the pastry cutter
to cut the base and the lid. If the second piece of dough is not required, it can be frozen for
use next time.
Line each well with a pastry base, then add the filling to just below the rim.
Caution: the surfaces are hot – never touch the cooking surfaces directly.
Place the pastry lid over the filled mould and close the cover of the appliance.
Cook for approximately 10 minutes or until well browned (15-18 minutes from cold).
Switch off the power and using a wooden spatula, carefully remove the pies from the pie
maker.

Ham and Cheese Tarts
Makes 2 Tarts

Ingredients
1/3 portion of short crust
pastry
2 medium eggs

100g grated cheddar
cheese
Salt and freshly ground
black pepper

100ml cream
80g cooked ham, cut
into 1cm pieces

Method
Switch on the pie maker with the lid closed.
Note: tarts can also be made from cold but need approximately 3 - 4 minutes extra cooking
time.
In a small bowl, beat the eggs, then add the cream and whisk until well mixed. Season with
salt freshly ground black pepper.
Mix the ham and cheese.
Roll out the pastry and use the pastry cutter to cut the bases. Note: the tarts do not require
lids.
Line each well with a pastry base, then add the filling to just below the rim.
Caution: the surfaces are hot – never touch the cooking surfaces directly.
Pour the egg and cream mixture into the wells to just below the rim; do not overfill.
Close the cover and cook for approximately 10 minutes.
Ensure the mixture is set before removing the tarts from the pie maker.

CONNECTION TO THE MAINS
Please check that the voltage indicated on the product corresponds with
your supply voltage.

IMPORTANT
As the colours in the mains lead of this appliance may not correspond
with the coloured markings identifying the terminals in your plug, please
proceed as follows:
The wires in the mains lead are coloured
in accordance with the following code:
Blue Neutral (N)
Brown Live (L)
Green/Yellow Earth (

)

FOR UK USE ONLY - Plug fitting details
(where applicable).

The wire coloured BLUE is the NEUTRAL and must be connected to the terminal marked N or
coloured BLACK.
The wire coloured BROWN is the LIVE wire and must be connected to the terminal marked L
or coloured RED.
The wire coloured GREEN/YELLOW must be connected to the terminal marked with the letter
E or marked .
On no account must either the BROWN or the BLUE wire be connected to the EARTH terminal
( ).
Always ensure that the cord grip is fastened correctly.
The plug must be fitted with a fuse of the same rating already fitted and conforming to BS
1362 and be ASTA approved.
If in doubt consult a qualified electrician who will be pleased to do this for you.

NON-REWIREABLE MAINS PLUG
If your appliance is supplied with a non-rewireable plug fitted to the mains lead and should
the fuse need replacing, you must use an ASTA approved one (conforming to BS 1362 of the
same rating).
If in doubt, consult a qualified electrician who will be pleased to do this for you.

If you need to remove the plug - DISCONNECT IT FROM THE MAINS and
then cut it off the mains lead and immediately dispose of it safely. Never
attempt to
re-use the plug or insert it into a socket outlet as there is a danger of an
electric shock.

ULTIMATE PRODUCTS LTD
Manor Mill, Victoria Street, Chadderton, Oldham, OL9 0DD
If this product does not reach you in an acceptable condition please contact our
Customer Services Department by one of the following methods:

Telephone:

0161 934 2290*

*Telephone lines are open Monday – Friday, 9am – 5pm (Closed Bank Holidays)

Email: customercare@ultimate-products.co.uk
Fax:

0161 628 2126

Please have your delivery note to hand as details from it will be required.
If you wish to return this product please return it to the retailer from where it was
purchased with your receipt (subject to their terms and conditions).
GUARANTEE
This product is guaranteed for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase against
mechanical and electrical defects.
This guarantee is only valid if the appliance is used solely for domestic purposes
in accordance with the instructions and provided that it is not connected to
an unsuitable electricity supply or dismantled or interfered with in any way or
damaged through misuse. Under this guarantee we undertake to repair or replace
free of charge any parts found to be defective. Reasonable proof of purchase
must be provided.
Nothing in this guarantee or in the instructions relating to this product excludes,
restricts or otherwise affects your statutory rights.
In line with our policy of continuous development we reserve the right to change
this product, packaging and documentation specification without notice.
Consumables are not guaranteed i.e. plug and fuse.
The crossed out wheelie bin symbol on this item indicates that this appliance needs
to be disposed of in an environmentally friendly way when it becomes of no further
use or has worn out. Contact your local authority for details of where to take the
item for recycling.
Produced exclusively for HoMedics Group by Ultimate Products Ltd.
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MADE IN CHINA.

